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ABSTRACT
General R e la t iv is t ic  Pulsation Theory as developed by Chandrasekhar 
is extended to include charged fluids with arb itra ry  charge d istributions.
We then obtain an equilibrium solution for the charged homogeneous 
model, and use the theory developed e a r l ie r  to investigate the effects  
of e le c tr ic  charge upon dynamical s ta b i l i ty .  We find  that e le c tr ic  charge 
decreases the minimum radius at which dynamical s ta b i l i t y  is possible, 
and increases the frequency of the fundamental mode of the permitted 
pulsation modes.
F ina lly , we investigate the s ta b i l i ty  of Bonner's model for charged 
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GENERAL R E L A T IV IS T IC  PULSATION THEORY FOR CHARGED FLUIDS
CHAPTER I .
INTRODUCTION
This study is concerned with an extension of general r e la t iv is t ic  
pulsation theory to charged f lu id s .  The application of General R e la t iv ity  
to pulsation theory is due to Chandrasekhar (1 ), and is a recent develop­
ment. This is because the gravitational f ie lds  o f most stars are usually 
very weak, and consequently the use of Newtonian pulsation theory is well 
ju s t i f ie d .  However, th is  is not the case for s t e l la r  systems such as white 
dwarfs, neutron stars, and supermassive stars. For these, and astrophysical 
systems such as black holes, general r e la t iv is t ic  theory is indispensable.
Most of the observed pulsating stars appear to  be doing so predomi­
nantly in a rad ia l ,  spherically symmetric mode. We s h a ll ,  therefore, 
concentrate exclusively on th is  type of motion. Rotation and non-radial 
oscilla t ions produce enormous complications in pulsation theory. Their  
roles are not yet c la r i f ie d ,  and we w i l l  not consider them.
We shall also assume that the oscillations are adiabatic . Of course, 
th is  is not s t r ic t ly  true . Nevertheless, i t  is generally used and gives an 
excellent description o f the gross dynamical properties o f stars, in 
p articu lar th e ir  periods. The reason fo r  this is that the time necessary 
fo r  departure from thermodynamic equilibrium is enormously greater than 
the pulsation period o f a s tar,  hence not much heat can leak out during 
a period.
2I t  is worth pointing out that a star pulsating ra d ia l ly  and 
adiabatically  is a perfectly  conservative system. Spherically symmetric 
oscilla tions do not permit losses through gravitational radiation, and 
since we are assuming a perfect f lu id ,  there are no d issipative  losses 
such as v iscosity . Hence, a theory based upon spherically symmetric, 
adiabatic osc il la t io ns  cannot provide information about the origin or 
cause of the o s c il la t io n s .
We mentioned above that the development of a formal body of general 
r e la t iv is t ic  pulsation theory is due to Chandrasekhar. Using a normal 
mode analysis, he developed the theory of adiabatic, in f in ites im a l,  radial 
oscilla tions of a gas sphere and was able to establish a. c r ite r io n  fo r  the 
onset of dynamical in s ta b i l i ty .
Chandrasekhar's method begins by assuming that the quantities  
which characterize the dynamical state of the f lu id  d i f f e r  from the 
equilibrium quantities only to f i r s t  order. S im ila r ly , the f lu id  
displacements are taken as f i r s t  order. Then the time dependent equations 
of motion are l in ea r  equations with the f i r s t  order differences f <
as dependent variables. I f  the motions are isentropic and hence reversible, 
the time dependence can be factored out by assuming a functional dependence 
of the form . The equations for S
are then transformed into a Sturm-Liouvi1 le eigenvalue problem with 
as the eigenvalue, i t  is well known that the eigenvalues form an in f in i te  
sequence, beginning with some lowest value which may be negative. I f  the 
lowest value vanishes, the condition is called neutral or la b ile  equilibrium.
3A system Is considered to be dynamically stable with respect to small 
perturbations i f  i t  has no unstable modes of o s c il la t io n . Hence, the 
condition fo r  dynamical s ta b i l i t y  is > ' Ü  . What is the physical
motivation fo r  determining the dynamical s ta b i l i t y  fo r  a star? I t  is 
simply that a body which is unstable with respect to small perturbations 
Is incapable of existence in general.
In Newtonian theory, the condition fo r  dynamical s ta b i l i ty  of a 
spherical s tar with a constant ra tio  of specific  heats is Js .
The general r e la t iv is t ic  analogue of th is ,  as Chandrasekhar showed, is
r -  f / 3  > K
where M is the s ta r 's  mass, G is the constant of gravita tion , c is the 
v e loc ity  of l ig h t ,  and K is a numerical factor depending upon the mass 
dis tr ibution  of the star and generally lying between 0.5 and 1.5. For 
the uncharged, homogeneous model, i . e .  a perfect f lu id  sphere o f constant 
energy density, Chandrasekhar obtained as the condition fo r  dynamical 
s ta b i1 i ty .
a  Gn
where R is the s ta r 's  radius. The physical in terpretation of this con­
d it io n  is that even with » the star w i l l  become dynamically
unstable i f  i ts  radius does not satis fy  the above inequality. I t  is qu ite  
remarkable that general r e la t iv is t ic  effects  which are too small to  a ffe c t  
the s ta t ic  structure o f a star can nevertheless have an important e ffec t  
upon its  dynamical s ta b i l i t y .
kfbw we b r ie f ly  discuss the motivation for th is  investigation and 
summarize the following chapters.
Stettner (2) appears to  have been the f i r s t  to use Chandrasekhar's 
work in order to  investigate how e le c tr ic  charge influences dynamical 
s ta b i l i ty .  However, since Chandrasekhar's theory deals only with uncharged 
f lu id s , S te ttner 's  choice o f  charge d is tribution  was limited to being on 
the surface of the sphere. The results o f his work indicate that the addi­
tion of a small amount of charge to  a system might actually  increase its  
dynamical s t a b i l i t y .  I t  seems desirable therefore, to extend Chandrasekhar's 
theory to charged flu ids  with a rb it ra ry  charge d istributions in order to  
more fu l ly  investigate what General R e la t iv ity  has to say about the effects  
o f  e le c tr ic  charge upon dynamical s ta b i l i t y .
In the next chapter we extend Chandrasekhar's theory to include charged 
f lu id s .  In Chapter 111, the theory is applied to the charged homogeneous 
model, and the effects  of charge upon dynamical s ta b i l i ty  are e x p l ic i t ly  
shown. In Chapter IV, we analyze Bonner's (3) model fo r  charged dust and 
shown i t  to be neutra lly  stable.
CHAPTER II  
PULSATION THEORY FOR CHARGED FLUIDS
Consider a perfect f lu id  sphere with matter energy density é" , 
and e le c tr ica l  energy density ^  . For the metric, we choose
=: r*'  -^.04^ }  (2-1)
The f ie ld  equations are given by (4)
S-TTg- C -  e ' Y i  -  i V l -  •
r -  r
(2- 2)
7 ; '  z : . .  ^ /) (2-4)
7%"* -s £ 2^ 7^ ” _  <£»■'
(,_S)
where the primes indicate d iffe ren tia t io n  with respect to r ,  and the dots 
with respect to  x°«
The energy-momentum tensor for the f lu id  is given by
~P)Û.. -  I  (2-6)
where P is the pressure in the rest frame of the f lu id ,  and ^  is the  
four-ve loc ity  o f  the f lu id .
For the metric we have chosen:
u  I I ,  =  /
Js
The electromagnetic energy tensor is given by
(2 - 7 )
J -A-rr
(2-8)
where is the electromagnetic f ie ld  tensor. Because of spherical
symmetry, the only non-zero f ie ld  component is , where
10
'0
In (2 -9 ),  ^  is the proper charge density.
Putting into (2 -8 ) ,  we get fo r  ^
0
(2-9)
A'yr 4 - '




where are the contravariant components of the metric tensor.
For * , we obtain:
/o
Since is the e le c tr ic a l  energy density, we get from the
d e fin it io n  of the electromagnetic energy tensor
£ , ‘ ^  £ /  - - i  (2-11)
S im ilarly:
^  (2- 12)
The other components o f  are zero.
A consequence of the f ie ld  equations is the vanishing of the 
covariant divergence o f the to ta l  energy-momentum tensor.
i ; %  ^  (2-13)
The covariant divergence o f a tensor Is given by:
where ^  is the determinant o f  the metric tensor, and
We consider, in turn, each term on the r .h .s .
I *  ^  F .  3 / -
t ; .  =  ±  ^  f - B r r ] . T : "
B  3 X '  1
(2-15)
Letting ^  rs / ,  we expand (2-13) as
=  T i j c  + 7 1 : ,  +  - %  + T ’ 3 ^  »  (2_,6)
- k P % k l . ^ ) ] F ‘ê
a x '  = V ( ' (  a  /  •» ^
=  ^ 7 7 ° ^  / ^ )  -  ÿ  7 7  °  ( , . , 7 )
PXM  *  ^ /
Similarly
T , \ ,  -  2 2 7 ' /. 7 7 £ .  7 7 ' ( 2 - 1 8 )
(2-19)
7 7 j >  c  _  7 7 ^
r
— 3 —. — 3
(2- 20)
r
Substituting (2-17, 2 - l8 ,  2-19, 2-20) into (2-16) gives
2 1 ' + ^ '  + H '  + 2 ' ^ T ' 7 r ' ) y .  € H ‘ , - T ^ .  r £  -,o
5 X «  3 r  J ,  5X* ^  / •  r  / .
The Equilibrium Equations 
In the equilibrium sta te , none of the quantities depend on x ° ,  and 
o f  the four-ve loc it ies  only u° is not zero. Designating the equilibrium  
state  by a zero subscript, the to ta l energy-momentum tensor is given by
T c '  = \ ' ■ ?  (2-22)
10
Equations (2 -2 , 2-3, 2-21) become
d  ( r  é=" )  _  /  _  t )  r
d r
d s  =. er -  e  c lr '
(2 - 2 3 )
s!î‘ ^ ± 0 - ^ ' ^ ' )  (2 .2M
^  olr c - /  ^
(2-25)
(2- 26)
’^ “7 ? ) ^
JL /"
Using (2-2) and (2 -3 ) ,  we form
'  77 0  = }
Substituting (2-22) in the above, we get
r  (2-27)
The Perturbation Equations 
Now suppose that the system is perturbed so that infin itesim al  
radia l oscilla t ions resu lt .  Since spherical symmetry is preserved, 
we can write  the metric as
(2- 28)
11
In obtaining the equations governing the perturbed state, we shall 
retain only linear terms in the motions. Let
)  -  1er) t  Ù   ^ c r )  = y- (2-29)
Substituting (2-29) in to  (2 -28 ),  we get
77 j  '  ITTJ
The components of the fo u r-ve lo c ity  are given by





is the veloc ity  in the radial d irection in units of the velocity  of  





Since the second term under the radical is second order in the motion, 
we have
( 2 - 3 4 )
lC c (2-35)
(Z.36,
<;/, «' Ci' (2_37)
Next we determine the changes in the to ta l energy-momentum tensor 
which result from the o s c i l la t io n s .  Let
= T^Cr)■hS'F(CA  ^ ê -  y(^ (2-38)
where are the Eulerian changes in the pressure and energy
densities as a result of the o s c il la t io n s . Then the components of the 
to ta l  energy-momentum tensor become
1 1 °  = V-/<? * < f \ (2-39)
~n ' -~ K ,-1 =  + H - (2-40)
Tl' = (if. (2-41)
,2 .4 2 )
13
I t  is convenient to f i r s t  evaluate . Let
(2 -43)
Maxwell's source equations in covariant form are
where the current density is given by
^
a s






to f i  rst order.
14
Putting (2-47) into the le f t  side of (2-46) gives 
2  ^  I  r ' V  Ô é  '"  / /  - f .{. W  Bj-f- 4
r
■ Æ iii r
' f
Since i^ ' ^  ^  is not a function of x ° ,  we get
r “  —I
g ^  ^ (2-48)2 .  C i-3  9" )  r - r ^
P a * d a ‘
The right side of (2-46) becomes
or
^  - > - r -
(2-49)
where
" 2 2 5 -
•=3>J^ ® (2-50)
15
Equation (2-50) defines the "Lagrangian displacement"  ^ . i t
is the displacement of a f lu id  element from r to as a result
of the osci n a t io n .  Equating (2-48) to (2-49) gives
-  J^ f. iA. =  f.
Referring to (2-10) the time dependent case fo r  the electromagnetic 
energy tensor is
^  *’ r  </ C^,c) -  ^ n  h cTj
^  /-/T *  /  ^
(2-51)
(2- 52)
Comparing (2-51) with (2 -52 ),  we see that
^  " =  IÊ.  ^  d?" ¥  (2-53)
Therefore, the change in the components of the electromagnetic energy 
tensor due to the o sc il la t io n s  is
^  ¥  (2-54)
16
Next we return to (2-2) and rewrite i t  as
D r
/  -  Te
or
r  <T 0 ~
cancelling out the s ta t ic  solution, we are l e f t  with
"3
" s r
r e  S>
We return to (2-3) and rewrite i t  as
r  JL 7 7







:  T Û -s T  - 1 ^
é -  jJ 3  é ' W
r  [c/r 3 r  £ /r7  r^[ J  cx^ [  ' V
17
Cancelling out the s ta t ic  solution, we have
J .
l? r  c f r j  r -  )
(2-56)r  ' . - —
From (2-4) and (2 -41 ),  we get




£ _  J )  ’‘ ^ 7 ^  (2-58)
The integration constant is zero because = a  when ^  .
Comparing (2-58) with (2 -27 ),  we see that
f  ^  -  C X  ^ (2-59)
Combining (2-55) and (2-58) produces
- - L  ^  Sy^
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We can rewrite (2-60) as
U---rdh , T iE  .  2.(''r"r) .  Sx (2.6d
o / r  o /r
Substituting fo r  7?^ from (2-25) gives
S é-- -T d £ c  J y
c / r  / * ^  P / '  o / r  r
Ns;t we substitute (2-58) into (2-56)
^  2 l f  =  ÜX -  l ' I f /  (2.62,
r  1  [c r^ C
In (2-62) we substitute fo r  obtained from (2-2%). We get
y-7? ) P (A' ^
,2 .6 3 ,
19
Now we evaluate (2-21) term by term.
( 2 - 6 4 )
' a x '  3 X '
!> ]]_ ' : :  -S L. 7 :  '  f T f '  f  )  (2-65)
*a r
x - %  - ,
-  _ C^ t-TFc ) / T  e? f^ y  ^ '^ '1  '  o
^  (2- 6 6 )
to f i r s t  order
z. l J \ - ^  , ( . ^ ' \
A  ) r  aL >'~J
_  _±(^^crT,yr^ A / j f v  k l ià .  (2- 67 )
J  ^ I  _ y  (Vy  
”  5  (2-68)
20
Then (2-21) becomes
e '  k y .  3_ Y r h  1J i f i  4.41
■h l£ ± ir j^ ^ ' -   ^ ^  (2-69)
Referring to (2 -25 ),  (2-69) becomes 
g» 7? y_ O ^ 7 ^ / f û j i l  ~ j y.
y a J  I  ^ J
(2- 70)
We assume that the perturbations vary as and substitute
(2-63) into (2-70)
CT- e  •=. i- A. /jj.
d r  c/r ( <3 J  ^  ^
.  ^ iV s L ^ - - i r p i  +  (2 -7 ,)
where i t  should be noted that J ' Y  , and ^  are
V  )
functions of r and x° only.
21
In (2-71) we have expl i c i t  expressions for and 3c~ given 
by (2-54) and (2-61) respectively. We need to obtain the change in 
pressure . We take note of Lupanov's (5) observation that for  
an adiabatic process:
I f  -
/ r  é-=i-Tf
where ^  is the ra tio  o f specific heats.
Using (2-72) in (2 -61), we get
c-,-^nJdr A ' ' "
(2- 72)
-  ? / -  f U L  V ’t (2-73)
which we rewrite  as
c T P  r - T i B .  ^ dK  H
d r  r ^
22
Putting (2-60) and (2-~Jh) into (2-71) produces
\ -
d ^  ^  % -  J  I I _  J
cJ rl GfrJ d r
-  Z ^ J lZ L V  A }  f  7' : '  ]  -  2 c
D- h d r k }
i .
cJr
] l . J - { F ^ f à i ^ a £ ] ^ ^ i Æ ]
/ / . j  c / f '  /  o / , s  /:  a ' r  Z '  . j f  * ' < ,  . j
(2-75)
23
Substituting fo r  i ts  value given by (2-25) in the f i r s t  two
terms of (2-75) gives
I d r L  \ d r
A ' d i i - f i
_:i J1 (  ^  j d r  r _
o li + i k V
Ar d r
d r  /  c/r
-  À.I'FdÂ [± l‘ .A :^'l IB .)
dr I c/f, L ^ J  o/r )
d J B - ^  B . H  -
d r  r
^  ? I^ 2 L  + (2-76)
I k
Combining the f i r s t  four terms on the r .h .s .  of (2-76) gives
/ f  (2-77)
Jl_ >- r  r
On the other hand, according to (2-5) under conditions of equilibrium, 
we get using (2-22)
L f i £ \ + 1  h ‘-  X




i  /  \  r  -7 J
r j c *
(2-80)
Using (2-25) In (2-80) we get
fT-ig" f  J . n ,  \ g
c  L\ ^ / ''X ''  ' ï
( 2 . s „
25
Expanding (2-81);
T  F • Ï Ï T T  X FTi:. F7/FF\
+ .'j;:___I ' f  - 'ÎÏ* } / .  '^/Zz5[ 1 >15l_ 7 f
.5. /r  r ( 7?u-.)J r  [ r
^ iZL£
Sjmplifying:
i l f : , '  )  VL "7 2="
_  \/J jÇ  ,  _ 7 g r
_,L j> ? rd :  < f  '"I "ÎT, f ' iF ; '  ,4 d f,  ) (2-82)
2 6
Remembering that (2-82) represents the f i r s t  four terms on the 
r .h .s .  of (2- 76) ,  we get
A - " : )  ( Ü 22Û  r  4 / ^
,4 :, f7?yf -± J J  f , e '  ^ ± h  "lE_d. r  3
^  cJr «VW dr





'l2‘ f-^r/V i. ■Tf/''1! +  5l2. fï
J  dr { i  r jd â c  <d^ .
a r
i i  -  ± H
c j ^  J  g/ V  ^
H  4  ’" J I l L  t  ± t c ' S L
+ ->n... _ HK. .. u £ l f ,  izs's k
(2-83)
2 7
Collecting terms th is  becomes
A '- ' '"
r  cirL / " yr J
^  ^  e ' ^ T < : 5 ? ^ A > r  _  .  J_ [ ¥ / ^ . / . - ' = ■
( / r
-  ^  f<f'i c^^l-ff(''IK, p fN i /■o'^Yx 
C ^ r /  oltPe J L\ ^ A /
<r>7-  I L A  + f s L ^ ^  £ M L  ] f
/  r  j j  cJr L y ^ 'r^c
f  sI F / f i s _ /^r?;
7 ? . rTWÂTLT /"
i .  e^ ‘ >. (2-84)
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We continue to co llec t terms and use (2-72)
d r r~^ d r
O) xTf y : / / ?  ; V -  0 ) F / W -  Æ
o lr r
-  T  ?cV V / -/- f
T
/  J .  ^ j l r z r z p  -c?
r r / ' •
(2-85)
29
Substituting fo r  as derived in the appendix, and dropping the




t? 7 f  i
X  dr
r e
r f t  ( F ' - f )  
~ r C P f O
g   ^ ( ? - r C - X ? P \ )
C't
(2- 86)
Solutions of the pulsation equation must s a t is fy  the boundary 
conditions:
'^ -o -5ifcr=.o^ : o %,jlr r = "R =: ^ (2-87)
where is the Lag rangian variation In pressure.
Physically, the f i r s t  boundary condition states that the center of 
the star remains f ixed  during an o sc il la t io n ; the second insists that the 
pressure at the surface remains zero.
CHAPTER I I I  
THE CHARGED HOMOGENEOUS MODEL
Introduction
The homogeneous model is a perfect f lu id  sphere of constant energy 
density. I t  is one of the e a r l ie s t  models to be studied in general 
r e la t iv i t y ,  and has been used as a model for elementary partic les  as well 
as fo r  stars. Kyle and Martin (6) have commented that solutions o f the 
f ie ld  equations for extended charge distributions may be useful and perhaps 
necessary when considering questions of quantum f ie ld  theory in a Riemannian 
manifold. Toward this end, the solution provided by them is that of a 
perfect f lu id  sphere with a constant charge density. The solution which we 
shall provide below is fo r  a perfect f lu id  sphere with constant e le c tr ica l  
energy density.
i t  may also be useful to use the charged homogeneous model in order to 
study the dynamical s ta b i l i t y  of charged stars. Shvartsman (7) has d is - . 
cussed exchange processes between stars and th e ir  surrounding medium, and 
has shown that they might acquire an e lec tr ica l charge as a result of these 
processes. Although astrophysical systems are usually considered to be 
e le c tr ic a l ly  neutral, Shvartsman's analysis suggests that th is  may not 
always be the case. I t  is ,  th ere fo re , of interest to determine how the 
dynamical s ta b i l i ty  of a perfect f lu id  sphere is affected by the presence 
of e le c tr ica l  charge.
Of course, since g rav ita t io n a l forces are extremely weak compared 
to electromagnetic forces, highly charged stars are impossible. In fac t,
30
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18i f  a sphere o f neutral hydrogen lost one electron in 10 , i t  would be
suffic ien t to produce gravita tional in s ta b i l i ty .  Saakyan (8) has dis­
cussed this point in greater d e ta i l .
Equi1ibrium Solution 
Consider a perfect f lu id  sphere with matter energy density dr , 
and e lec tr ica l energy density , where é and ^  are constants.
Using the metric and energy-momentum tensors defined in the previous 
chapter, the components o f  the to ta l energy-momentum tensor are given 
by
T / '  i  (3-1)
We take and ■ /^c’ to be f i r s t  order quantities , and w il l
neglect second order quantities  in the solution of the f ie ld  equations. 
Substituting (3-1) into (2-2) we rewrite i t  as
p7r&Cê-h->C)r'  ^ _  ^  ( r ^  j
<dr
From which we immediately get
é? c  y  -  Cé ^  (3-2)
r
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where the constant of integration A represents a point mass at the 
orig in . In order that the metric be regular at the o r ig in ,  we set 
A = 0.
_ / )
J?/: '  "
Substituting (3-1) into (2 -21 ),  and remembering that none of the 
quantities depend on x ° ,  we get
(3-5)
(3-5) is rewritten as
X ' =  -  - f '  /
é- A -  6^r
33
Expanding to  f i r s t  order:
t2 L  0 ^  % )  (3-6)
C“ t"/"*
Solving for we have
r  -  2 ^ ?  %  }  y. )
(^ r
From the previous chapter we reproduce (2-27) below
(3-7)
*7Substituting fo r  from (3-7) we get
:cp'Ô-PA>)é^ , s-^&P -  g '  /  y h rs -i-
e - r  c ‘^  ^  < r*
Since




?  . 3  f  r  p) (  ) -  P /c )  _
C/-pys*)L* r ^
Expanding to f i r s t  order in ^  , we get
p' ^ ( 3 1- r F + 3 f: V } ( | r P/e )  _ (Ç r QpP/:''} ^  4'K
Qp^yéŸ’ _ Qp' /^C'') : v Y
To f i r s t  order in th is  becomes
-f ‘^  3 (f^ r   ^  ^ 4K
JL c ^ ^ n ) 0 - '  {}--ryjY)jY r
Fina lly  we get
T ' + P -  J f é ^ ^  3 e ^  Y  r
(3-8)
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Before solving (3-8) we want to show that this equation is precisely  
the condition that insures satisfaction of the component of the
f ie ld  equations.
Solving (2-27) fo r  gives
^  7 r  ) .... ^h're 3 Jere'tPr^ ' 1 sxr/
(3-9)
where again •
(■ f'T -  / » " ,  U r " .  7 r " l ,
(3-11)
Then
- f  "  -  _3________________________ , f  f  T r P f s r e ^  ’
( / "  /  I z "  y
f  - - y
-J? -  s  Ts é r Z f \  (S , f  âi^T’d 1
36
Turning now to the 7^*" component of the f ie ld  equations given 
by (2 -5 ) ,  we have fo r  the l .h .s .
/.^Céhn') (3-13)
For the r . h . s . :
;s
(3-14)




T  --- ------, 0 - 1 -
L L "  ! ? - J
r Ü f Ü
Simpiifying:
t_+ Z ^ + c L - h l  -
L!" ^  A  A ^ r -  3- ^
er^-e ^
a /




f  r P  ^ r P ' _  ^ ' - ^ ' ' . ' / V t - ' ' ’' -, --------
A / '  __ > '  J u '
or
i r f k f . ÏÉLJ
This is rewritten as
? + ‘\
L J
t £ ' _  a>f
>  - a / ' -  J ü *
+  f e ; a i £ g )
(3-15)
Comparing (3-15) with (3 -13 ),  we see that the condition fo r  7^,’ * to 





T '  _ e re ^ Tre^ _
r - .■J./ .







This is rewritten as
J A _  Z f l .  y _ j C _____
" r  11
( 3 - 1 7 )
which agrees with (3 -8 ) .
The solution o f  (3-17) is given by
T  = K
JP f- 1  ^
(- 7?>TÏ51F‘ ' t  /
d r (3- 18)
where K is  an integration constant.
Since:
We have:
J „ 0 -  /-% )
J y - .2.
•  t > ) i T T T & r  ^
% €
t \
% ( / -
3 9
T h e n  ( 3 - 1 8 )  becomes
 L.') f  J_>
kaCC-r-^) 3. j  \ s ( C  r t J ~  a  /  ~ (
F^KO''y^*) + 0 -  '■ / t o  y
Since:
 L  )
0 ' o i - )  -  / Y-U s .. ^ i j L ^




The integral in (3-19) becomes
I
3. (C' f-K) a .dr 
(3-20)
We begin to integrate (3-20)
r u n
rdr .J. 1 ^

















To the f i r s t  order in we have
C^- /
ÿfiÿW ) -y é-
Then (3-22) becomes
jL 0 - ''% “') (3-23)
Turning to (3 -19 ),  the pressure becomes
Tz 0-
( 5 ^ ) - 3 r )
K Jl. r  +. (f/l. iflA  L 0- 
L P  S-^ - )
+
h \
Since ( / -
   )
to fi rst order.
p i (3-24)
When r = R, P = o
^ I ,  ^K  % -
F in a lly ,  the pressure is given by
(3-25)
?  Z 4-< -fl. '£ i \ l
X ( -2  £pc^/ K  /^ ‘ X -  -
(3 - 2 6 )
A discussion of th is  equation and its  no n -re la t iv is t!c  l im it  is 
given in the appendix.
T '  =  ( / -  jü ï  .  ^  A  £ 1 (3-27)
r  L
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Next we obtain . Putting (3-26) into (3-9) gives





I  I  ^  [ A  H -  J
Since:
'P Ÿ Ô  .  f  s e  _ 2 _ T 1 + B r  . ________ , , 4 > i X i :
+ <  / ) . _  i s l \ L  6 : % ^  ^ Y c \  
[x SrC-J ( - /  y -^}\C (3-28)
4 3
We evaluate the integral of each of the terms in (3-28)
.vL
l i _ L I f / - ' - " ! ' )
( r l ,  r jr -
(c- hK')^ ' J T'y " y
f r  .L r_ d[s_ 
R ^ I /?
R 4 '  ( / - r n )  I  C- K a e
(3-29)
(3-30)
=  3 .  / i  _  m Y i f . 1  ^  4  f  / - '  V r
1 " - 1A  S'é^ AP' I"  j
- 1  f i -  / - f  /  Z Y z
<p(- y [ j 4  / '  ? / i "  Z * (  ]  i-r^/id-
s. fi.  /JirYz'^x, . r^ -£ :A  C'-'yi^ )
l^ U  *2- aL
_2 5 7 ^
4 /ôé
Û L  -  !Ü- .  I .  O -'-V l-')
I?  / -  z ’ *
(3-31)
where we have integrated by parts.
4 4
^i-1 . A 4 -
d  -  -  3
r rHud
4 i ^  3.1^
_ 3 _ , ,  /a-:?




Using (3-29) ~ (3-32) we form )
% / h l _  1  1  ( / -  f y / y _ 2 L y c ^ %  r  _  r :
I <3^  ^ j ^
4-
/<r
t -4 -j. Cat^s't
(3-33)
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) Y ' J - f m . £ \ L + f i - 4 i s ' l € ■ > « - c f \  
C ' I - c  -
i»  n  S.Û-) j / /f
Since at we have
.jfr , _. jfL / ' j r . .
/^é- ^  j
*i •
-ûCr) _  f i n i ,  ^ , L  x f s _  ? r i i l X n  n ry ^
( / /^ =  Y /  ( y  U i - J , 7 , y n
*^1- . 1.
I? L-




+ jgL. ( i ; . (3-35)
4 6
■■Ç
In order to obtain O , we w rite
^ i"J
v r  y^’' v / r  r
Jy^ jd l  -  2 E "
A/l^- (3-36)
to f i r s t  order
where we have used
In order to determine the charge density that produces a constant 
e le c tr ica l  energy density, we re fe r  to (2-9) and (2-10).
y >  .  £ i i -
f '
r " '  -z. (f-7r->C) e  ^  ^  ( 'p r ^ e ^ ^ é ,
r~' J ' (3-37)
4 7
By inspection, we obtain
' /  X: 'y  \ /= r  f^ r  \ /  /_ J/')- /  x '/)' /  x'/)"
- 1 ^  <3-36)
The singularity  in charge density at / ' i o  is physically acceptable 
since the total charge is f i n i t e .
S ta b i l i ty  Analysis 
In the pulsation equation given by (2 -86 ),  we set
 ^ r
Then:
e  ^ \ e  d F  
r  dr L r~^ dr (
+ ___c r l. .
(3-39)
4 8
Consider the second term on the right in (3-39)
l . y S  , ,
c / , -  j /T»" c ,/,"
2iî}d- ^  •'A'/
é "  ^ _o/_ \ e  ^  Y71'  f^ ré  F  7^/"^ r^é T
J r l  ~  ‘ ^  ^
> £ 2 i
5*
e  '  A  f v e ' ^  [2 2  r  , iA Z ïP ‘ 'r ‘
d rl I r  ^
i c i ^ r  i £ i ^
è E . r   ^ l ï l l ' ^L \ ^ r  r*' >
/ .  T r " ^ T - ' r 'Y  - ^ ' j
T f ' / c ' j r r
. f s r r r  _ - £ :E r  ^ T ^ r 'J J =
T V t ^ t V a ? + - p ' f Z Ï + ? ^ ' . T ± '
r  a  3 l
.’ r x f a i ' .  ^  .  ■£P‘.  Z ÿ ''^  T Ï  + £ 2 ? ' -  -  2 ^ 7 =
L r r ' ^ i 2- > r  r  a  J
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
4 9
■t 2 _ .  2 : %  ( k lT
r  r  / ' *  >  y  > ( 3 - 4 0 )
Putting (3-40) into (3-39) gives
: d T ^ ' F .  . r ‘f j r ' ^ 7 l i , l , £ ' ]  
_ T [ v p ‘ f e  -  4  -  £ " -  £ 2 ' -  f k ) ". V ^ } \ r  r  7^  IH a -
(3 -4 , ,
Multiplying by and rearranging we get
T ' ÿ r " - P ( w )  +  ? V r’-p‘(>+p) + p(2f P^r +A%Æ
I  A  >
+T yp '(p+T )6 r_2^ j^yp (ftp )^yr y'/~_ S>"r'^ _ -p'/r^
_ ,» ■ )_  i^ r ^ p V  /d -y %  r j '« i '> p p > / - p ) ^
(3-42)
T h i s  i s  t h e  p u l s a t i o n  e q u a t i o n .
5 0
We make the following observations, in evaluating each of the 
terms of the pulsation equation (3-42), we shall find that they consist 
of f i r s t ,  second, and higher order terms. Since these terms are a ll  
to be substituted back into the pulsation equation, the higher order 
terms would there be dropped, and the pulsation equation would consist 
of f i r s t  and second order terms. Anticipating th is  elimination of the 
higher order terms, we w i l l  drop them as they appear in the terms to be 
evaluated below. Hence, i f  we should drop th ird  order terms in an 
expression consisting only of second and th ird  order terms, the reader 
should keep in mind that we are evaluating the pulsation equation to 
f i r s t  order only.
Now we evaluate (3-42) term by term
c  [ l + l l
6 - I f  f  / i -  i
a i £  / l - M ) l t j S t  +  2 " ) ] +.c- K  [ s  yé- J (y e J J *
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
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n u yf / f -  / r ; ; ; - '  </ 2.'/-
' ? ( r  #  : #  -
' f
C- I 4  ?r A L" L:I ri.
+  ^ [ l .  ! £ i Y i +  2 1  Y - " ^ -
W  j ' é - A ' * -  ^‘'■/• C' '•-J / -  n~^A'
-  Â r + f l . / £ Ù L  f  / A  -  2-’
1<? ^  (-S  / < i y  A Â j f *  (')' J"é-/\r- z ”
2 _
_  ^ '^ Â L  _  / ±  A  ,  c f  v - A S l L
>? A / ?
f  Y -  ^  ^  z  Y , " A f z A ./. £ i .
[ C' JLé'^ ^  ^  / '  Jéii* x c
 ^±Y/% :tr2i^Y^r A ê H ïÜ 'Â r  - z: ^ J /? /? ^
^ i'
-V é ^ r -^ l'H L r  + f l , ! S l \ L  / -  ' " / I "  
(  f  > f [a y t  j  / - ^ y c
4- (± 4 -2 2 . Y r ^ -  Z ? Y  ,
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
52




f  ^/zZziTy. ÆZ y. ^ if ll£ \ .L  r V- z:
A :" "  / ^ i "  d: I / - ' r % y  ^  éz*- 7T
_  z ijS L zL '-.il,r  / -  _  JEz:" ,,jlL
- w "  ^  l^ jC M A  L u
c-r- f z ?  F j  R
^ ( l - > £ î . r l  - £  4 - l î - l r  ^ ±  I  / - '■ y A  L  / - r % '
(i2  -> '/’ • é R 4  /_ ; ? :%  y
(3-43)
y  r V '  1 ^ 7 0  % y X ^ r ^ Z . (  ' f _ Z .
^  ( 6:
^  Y ^ '^r'^  ^ 0 - ^ y A \ " i l L  -  f -  -"
[c -r  i "  ( / ' / - % : 0
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
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* ■ '- U  ■ / r  1=- i ’-/  I
i ’-
y ^ r / e / " - % 9 i l  -  r "  -  i f >- ( W
j ? r / i  ^<?-z
? 2 c U r
7?
. r ^ A t i r ^  . r l  + V
û.1^ * I, I ^
_  £ Ü .r ^ ^ ij] la  .
.qe:z7 /?
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
5 4
f e r
(: . a "
J: : *+ _  jis .cJ '.jL  z: _  z: '  j!, r i :
a ( : C  ^ /J- c-
n-^'r H  -  il*  + rfÿ ' _ y. -  ÎS£^ X  £  - l X 
C' a c  a u *  u* a i - e -
- r :  r
4 .1 J (3-44)
y p 6 f - + p ) & r + î t i . i ï r
a  a
■ I H
r_/i - 2^ "f i ’/4+ 2?- Sï)],fei„
L C - j y {  3. A ( j \ l c -
+/1. ta A i  '-''%''  ^r! _ f  + zir^ _ m^ T» +2 
2'C' y 4C 4 C h-c- ni^y.




A r î i ^  _  g L
__ 7 v£_ 
~J>éP
/ - Z
= y<?'- f/è? - c  + ( i - - - r ^ i "  ^-clÉT6: ? I ^
; £ 5 ? * ”-  £ ^  >  -  J Z £ Æ ^
a / ' "  «Pz^ ^
'tL .i^ c ^ J -  -  z T k





% I '( ‘ - ’ 7 c )
/."- /  . f  Jhf:
ê £ '\^ ^ À c + f ± - i £ i \ i  c jTl  . , .  ,
^  ^  M  y  f V  P(Ay{ f -  C
O-'^ y^ y^^ s.Ce-h-n')
1 + 2
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
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^ t e  -  :d ii"  -  ^  V x " f  Z x "  -  _ c
/.^ Vc-Z"-L- 7
- t i r ^ I I -  .  , - " / .  _  X y _ Z V
/? / • -  / \  / i ^ X  -2 L^
f  j f *  
a i ^  i^
/ I rJ P
Y f l  f ± I  _ r  e i r ' X r
A . z :  n + z
^ - / J
- y ^ ^ ' i i - j Z  -  a r î ^ r V  +  H Z ' -  i Z i Z X x  
r c-i?* c - i r
jy  /-TTVr- f
r Z T -  T / Z f  +  I z Z _  jm '" L
5zr.x /-
/■'• J#4
+ X - -




i r  . a v ' r  .  -  6 ' V f  _  A
L  >  -■/ .3-
Since and J  are second order, we get
:•>*
ï r  a W  _
- y f p - r ' ^ r '
3 r
^PC^- 'ryC) I P’O - 9  ^  " /'"%  ' 9  ^
sir +
-  Y f ' V ^ ) sr^
3r^7>'
+ Z
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
5 8
'/o '*
.3 r^  £^ Lf'
((l-r-A ,)U ji .  . o r - Û i r Z Î ^  
ié  C  ( l-  rVi^)
i f y / i + ' i l  
I? U  5-c-





c - , /  e
—
-  Y f
•a-
A ^ £ \ ?
a / ?  c- Je
Z n . '  -  ^  _  £ f l z
a  A '  f  J e
(3-47
e
- fC ''''■%■') f l l  - + ^ ( u  Z l'
(f ( U  L ^ O - '- V ^ ')  r  (-S'
_ a z l a ï l r  + A .  's iY l 'z J k  + ( ie 1 îY £ .:i 
Z  [ e  13 U r c - / i-sVe 4^ ffr;\r £
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
59
r C % ' £ î r " / U Ù
fi- w-f. c -y  (■y 1 ^  ifc-
_  ^ fl.1 . ' f î Y t  -  f j |  î
u  R K-y /-rV'*- (v r / J j
_ f  ( ) -  ^ y » r s _ 2 ^ " _  1 3 2 2 ^ " '1
L i  ^ J
fs ^
L (3-48)
' _ fr ( / '  ^  ^ r ( l ^ 7J
” 1  [ r  c ^ - ^  r
L'? 4 i j \
c>,
V  i_i
C o n t i n u e d  o n  t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
éO
i ]  _ H r " *  _  _c" jsn j^  -h sJ' ^ 2 ^ "  - . c i  _
.2Z.^c /" - ^é-L'- ^C- -^ (-L
Z^ /- J2Z' J?z^ J
1 ? - r !"  + £ l2 Î- ry  f  . ^i£:£r. r i  /-/M 'T
y  JZ/.^ «AZ» <f"z’ - /? z ’
T i o ^  ^ j c i  _
[  r ’ ' VZ"^  _
(3-50)
(i+ -p 'X ^ +p t> L yp y  -
-  <^v \Ù '^ -pO(2L i-2 + '£ E  + ± .  
L <; ( f  f :  fT >




.]?. ,1 : z r  ,1 ] 'L : r  z z :^
f  é  6^ 1 <z»






I l^ r  / " [ - i '  / ' ( '■ y .
_ 2r [ lï i- r  Jl. ‘â\L 7JÙ\ ^ ")]}fi hl




r  _ / r \
fj/? -
^ U T Îijf-  c z ‘ ) lh -> -z l 
■ z J j L  é=J
-  /szu^nj-ZzZ - z l
[é  f iZ  Z - 4 t-Z  J Z  4 é Z  a Z
-  tm Z -A c  -  L " . l  z n 2 ± ] - r l +
^  / y  / -  / £  i?y
C o n t i n u e d  o n  t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
6 2
j t i j r  _ j r "  +. r ü i i t  _ 1 : : + 3 . 1  . .  Sc!:;:" JL, i :1 ' -. - ■?- -
C- JÎL ;4 i:^ -U -L^  ê L ’ " R
r "  X  I - r l
/ -  /? C-
f  IU J: -  L^C. + ^  _ iS ^ , CZ[£L!
Jffc- z *
_ J L  £
<r-z^ /?
.  ± P  I  + ( m  .  ^ £ \ Z (3-52)
^  j . y
cT^'^e
/ f Z _  ] i ^ I L  f  :
; ? r  £ i r
i - r ^
Z  z : %  h  3 2
^ r "  j 2 i r
r " /  I +  X  + 2 X  
a i?  a r
J +  5 Z
z cr* ^ r ' ^ ' f  / 1 . . / : : "  .r :!j!: j .  ;LiP 
S i t  f
(3-53)
Now we substitute (3 -43 ) -  (3 -53) into (3 -42 ).
63
[ [ f  r - r l  R 6^ ’’ ^ 4 /-f^Vi.^
+  / j L -  L E 3  -JC T - .  2 L  +  i -  - ’'- ir ts-f - it  <-' ? y /-??V'-
3 H  . n t■h — -f - — _ -  — —+  r_  _ J 1_  ^ r _ ç _  s r :
41? "41? /ol:'" I6lf^  <h4r J
_ r ?  ^  r £ ^  _ H lü : M jl
f é l‘ n
_ r '  Z  " J4jL  V  f  A  -  i  _C
/ "  (é* y ^
 ^ ^é- 4 T y  oJZ'*’
f  ZJZ” -  ZSÆ '-Jiî.l r  y. i  6f%r y z f -  î ! ') ? '
I f  ^  J 3 Z y d F ^
4 û  fi.^ >?
_  & r " Z  / Z f M '
Z ’
.  IL
i--y''Â‘- ' \ ^  C
l l i . f ' I d - : ^ .  i t ) l l  
? ( j f  (■ J f j
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
+ c-i.■J--
6k
--------- J. —  ./. — .
V .V
y  f / "
5 / * V  /â^ . .nr" : x r y ^ 4
^
_f. ■?.'>^ V ^ / .  ^  ^  £ ^ ' Z  / - ^ 2 É L  .  fM 2 L ,.s ^ P  
/ i -  /  '  /-^ ^y l‘- (? ,  "  V f
^  / >  ,^ _ £ r  ^  i l * ,, £ 2  ) 1  ? ,
(3-54)
Dividing by and c o lle c tin g  terms th is  becomes
? l I ^
j y r -f  L ' ^ r  
V f  y  R  R
+ l j L ' ' 2 r ^  ^ / i ,  ^  _ i T * -
4  ( a  ^  f  ;? /  y-^rVz"^
- I I J  + 2 3 % f -  j / Z L E "  
e  4 - e  ?c*-
C o n t i n u e d  on t h e  n e x t  p a g e .
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4
i - f î l . i L  + tL  - L c +  I  ' ' - "  V 1
;
+- V . t  -  r^.t  lü : ? "  ^ 1 £ Î ^
c  C  ij" - /z ‘^ /e
~h
/  -  U z '^
f
i ^  4 ' / ^  z: /?
f  z T  -h ^ i -  a Z
ZZJJ c 3 Z . ' (3-55)
Substituting fo r  , (3 -55) becomes
6 6
¥"i ï r f î l -  L  r  'Û2Ù Â  le
t- C-L^ i - ^ j /?
-3. -3.
+ r  - A  . c
'tï / j ' ( r " -
“  4L-
:!r '+  +  T(^ .
I 6 T \ùÙ
é- n
i r  i l "  Ÿû 1 'L ' j6i:^
+ T 'J y r 4 y _  ’k'"' ^ S r ^ T e  _  f £ f '  7 ^
f  ;ZLf'
c- é-j2 4 f  41'
i c 3,1?- e R k  ^
+  / i -  'z r y ^  +  À . ^ 7 < y r \
(3L S -f / /  / - T f 'x r '-  f -6 - / \  ir-
y i l  _ j r T ÿ .  f y  .  T r i  f  ILL ^  IA L L ^ M l: 
(^  c  4L^ R
1^ _ j s - A  L
iü.
»">/




K y y r ^ _
Ü
c C /'- R
- (l£ L  ^ F ) ( i - r Y 'B  -i-S. + f I  - 'J lU
( / V I  r  A  f  ^  ( . ^  / V  / ' / ? % '
+ JL + ZJf'yi?'. + üT'r-'^  // .ujcT" J. 121:j i r
f  r i + z i Y r : _ % :
4 K ' A L" e }
- O (3-56)
Expanding and sim plifying we get
68
T " y I
r ' h f "  3 r
yy? _ r " ±  ^ dJ
4'/'- f=
^
" - — 4
. 7 f / ^T —
l a ^
+ i r /?
+  / i ü  _ I 0 ^ r 4 i , r  , A _  Â r q . j ] : » !  J L
C' C-Lf- y  7? \  V f :  V / ‘^ y
^ l£ tJ „ jT  ^ ^ 2 ,  / - r % " _ ^ H * * V £ r
/?  f  f : /?  é-'Z’ - /?
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Collecting terms and s im p lify ing , gives
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C o n t i n u i n g  t o  s i m p l i f y ,  w e  g e t
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In order to s im plify  (3 -5 9 ), we proceed as follows:
-  '" '/if '')  ::4 -  (3-60)
Unfortunately, a series expansion fo r ^  would require  
very many terms in order to be va lid  both near the center and near 
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Then a series expansion o f around / ”  C gives
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Expanding and co llec tin g  terms.
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Continuing to c o lle c t terms, we get
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We try  fo r a series solution.
4
^  -  . 2  Æ ^ r  (3-65)
In order that the solution proposed by (3-65) be fe a s ib le , we make 
the following approximations
r " ' "  —  ^  , 3 . , , ,
^ 4 + " / c -  0 -
3
where the bar indicates, the average value of that quantity over the 
in terval r  =  O .
Then (3-64) becomes
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Rearranging, th is  becomes
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In the f i r s t  summation le t  k = 1, in the second le t  k = 1 -  2.
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Expanding the second summation, we get
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Collecting terms, th is  becomes
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Then the recurrence re la tio n  between the cooeffic ients  is given by
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For very large values of yi the expansion coeffic ien ts  approach the 
same constant ra tio  causing the series to diverge at the surface o f the  
sphere. To see th is  more c le a r ly , we take the ra tio  o f succeeding terms 
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where we have m ultip lied  and divided the numerator by . I t  is c le a r  
that the quantity w ith in  the brackets is always greater than one, and at 
7?» the ra tio  o f succeeding terms is always greater than one. Hence, 
the series diverges a t the surface o f the sphere. We must, th ere fo re , 
in s is t that the series term inate, i f  the highest term is r" ' , where 
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The modes are determined by the requirement that the frequency not 
be negative. The even-numbered modes are elim inated by the requirement 
th a t the center o f the sphere remains fixed during the o s c illa tio n s . 
Using /n  ^ 3  , the sphere w il l  be stable i f
2.
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Th e  l a s t  two t e r m s  on t h e  r i g h t  a r e  t h e  f i r s t  o r d e r ,  g e n e r a l  r e l a t i v i s t i c  
c o r r e c t i o n s  t o  t h e  N e w t o n i a n  r e s u l t .






T h i s  i s  t h e  minimum r a d i u s  a t  w h i c h  d y n a m i c a l  s t a b i l i t y  i s  p o s s i b l e .  
D e f i n i n g  t h e  minimum r a d i u s  o f  t h e  un ch ar g ed  model  by
K o %y (3-78)
We f o rm  t h e  r a t i o  o f  t h e  minimum r a d i i ,
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r s î f  y c> - "/A;
(3- 80)
Since the last term is larger than the middle term fo r any 
physically conceivable value of 3^ , we have
&  < 1 
■R.
(3-81)
We conclude, there fo re , from (3-81) and (3-74) that the physical 
e ffe c ts  of e le c tr ic  charge upon dynamical s ta b il ity  are to decrease the 
minimum radius at which dynamical s ta b il i ty  is possible, and to increase 
the frequency of the fundamental mode of the permitted pulsation modes.
Discussion
We have shown in the appendix, that dynamical s ta b il i ty  in the 
Newtonian l im it  does not depend upon charge. What then, is the physical 
o rig in  of the increased s ta b il i ty  revealed by the general r e la t iv is t ic  
analysis? I t  seems p lau sib le , that since charge contributes to g ravita tional 
mass, the increased s ta b il i ty  may be the result of increased g rav ita tio n a l 
binding, due in turn to the increase in mass contributed by the charge.
CHAPTER IV 
CHARGED DUST
In studying questions of g ravita tional collapse, an important and 
frequently used model is charged dust. This is a "s ta r"  with no internal 
pressure, equilibrium  being maintained under a balance of gravitational 
attrac tio n  and e le c tr ic a l repulsion. The equilibrium  solution is due to 
Bonner. This model has shown i ts e l f  to be useful in dealing with such 
questions as to whether and under what circumstances forces of e le c tr ic a l 
repulsion might prevent or halt gravita tional collapse. The subject of 
gravitational collapse is outside the scope of th is  investigation , however 
i t  is o f in terest to determine the s ta b il ity  o f th is  model.
Letting C  -  (3 -  1 , Bonner's solution is given by
(4-1)
where is a radial coordinate, and
r -
^  __ (4_2)
where nr is the g rav ita tio n a l mass of the source, and A  is its  radius.
Before we can use Bonner's solution, we must transform his coordinate 
system into ours. Comparing (2-1) and (4 -1 ), we see that
^   ^ r*"Z. y   ^ ^  o / r ‘^ : = y  (4 -3 )
In (4-2) we substitu te  fo r r  from (4 -3 ).
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From (4-2) and (4-3) we also have
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Using (4-5) in (4-4) we have
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Putting (4-6) into (4 -5 ) we have
-  A - " ' ' " ( 4 - 1 0 )






Referring to (4-3) and using (4-11) we have
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We repeat TJ^ component o f the f ie ld  equations.
ÿ - n ' T T '  =  S-rrfy-?) z - ± J + I ^
(4-14)
Since 7^ -^  th is  becomes
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Fr o m  ( 3 - 4 7 )  we h a v e
'X
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1 e dr-
Using (4-15) th is  produces
-  yJ-
<-r
By inspection we get
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( ^ r r  I (4-17)
Comparing (4-14) w ith (4-17) see that 
-c. P
F in a lly , we check our solution against the component o f the 
f ie ld  equations.
(4-18)
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Using (4 -8 ), (4 -9 ), (4 -12 ), (4 -13 ), we obtain
 +  _
-h
/?>/’ '
/  /nr  Y  
( y L / n / . ^ y (
(4-19)
which agrees with (4 -1 5 ). Hence, our solution s a tis fie s  a l l  o f the  
f ie ld  equations.
From the appendix we have
h  f  z ^ j F
% _ _ L _  / * £ ^  ^
/ - tT ’
F
( 4 - 2 0 )
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We are now ready fo r the pulsation equation. 
In (2-86) we set z. o .
' _ (n'j _ /6<"
( 4 - 2 1 )
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z  . .  f  . \ f
3'rr  ( f ^ ^ -  /77/•■*-) (4-26)
Substituting (4-22) -  (4 -26) into (4 -2 1 ), we immediately obtain
CT''^  n  o
(4 -27)
So, Bonner's model is n e u tra lly  s tab le . Physically, th is  means 
that Bonner's model w ill  n e ither expand nor contract by i t s e l f .
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APPENDIX A
Cons ider a charged f lu id  o f radius . Let the mass density ^
showand the e le c tr ic a l energy density 7^  be constants. I t  is easy to  
that the charge density which corresponds to  a constant e le c tr ic a l 
energy density is equal to have, in fa c t,
performed th is  calcu lation  r e la t iv is t ic a lly  in (3- 38) .
I f  we require the sphere to  be in gravita tional equilibrium
then
— — T   —---------  -  (A-1)
r  r




j r  3  r  (A-3)
(A-4)
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Now, r e f e r r i n g  t o  ( 3 - 2 6 ) ,  we h a v e
( A - 6 )
We a r e  s e e k i n g  t h e  N e w t o n i a n  l i m i t  o f  t h e  p r e s s u r e .  E x p a n d in g  t h e  
c e n t e r  t e r m  t o  l o w e s t  o r d e r ,  and d r o p p i n g  h i g h e r  o r d e r  t e r m s ,  we g e t
o r
S i n c e :
(A-7)
r -  c sc
-?  J f 'S '
( A - 8 )
(A -9)
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This is the Newtonian lim it  o f (A -6), and we see that i t  agrees 
with (A-5) as indeed i t  must.
APPENDIX  B
From (2-9) and (2 -1 1 ), we have
%  -
Now can be w ritte n  as
( B - 1 )
>
: - e .
r  /Ay>
- y > r (  d? d r
(B-2)
where is the charge contained w ith in  the sphere o f radius .
Then (B-1) becomes
T ,  =  X  ___
(B-3)
For the time dependent case, we have
•■■• H  =
V 5 r r ' / - ^ ( B - 4 )
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But we have previously shown (see 2-54) that
■ ' •  = - / /  V (B-5)
Equating (B-4) to  (B-5) produces
À-A
a / r  (B-6)
Next we form from (B-3)
d 2 k  - ± _  W  A  -
^  r  ^ ' 3 T  /  a / r
- ffi -e v %
Comparing (B-5) and (B-7) we see that
APPENDIX C
NON-RELATIVIST 1C ANALYSIS OF THE CHARGED HOMOGENEOUS MODEL 
In (3-42) we set ^  V  J  :: -p^c/ ^
(c-1)
From appendix A we have
T  -Z. ^  £ j r ^ r - ' )




CT^t -  l £ f  ^ (I2 £ l£ lÆ Ïlf‘ -
r 3 C
Next we evaluate C-1 term by term
r*J>  _  Y r ^ \ 4 y [ L r  ^  S û £ ^ c ^ '^ -r^ ')
L n 3<:* > ]
(C-2)
. y r w  _ -527^ ” v .




3 c ' f
r p.? c  ^ 9»! X  r ( 'P ’-"R
?''>! r T ‘ -  E_£2L^ -  ? 2 ^ jL ^ C -r
^  '  6’ 3  c /
cl^ ^E lT  -  _ r ? r
(f '  <f i  r'^  "  3 c /  '







Substituting a l i  of the above into C-1, we obtain
V ' f y r
+ f ’ i Yr
+  S ü f ü "  r ' * ' )
^ 3C "*
R  3 c '^
r ^  - IzLÉÉJCT - X  Ü _ ^77'(S(P-^(3?  ^ )
3 C
_ £:£2L^ V  / .  ^
3d^
.  5i:2Œ l£n'*- ^ ,  /<5't ^ /6M £r^^<^C -P-^ ^  ( [ _ g )




- r  i'
R
+  ^  = .  ( C - , 0 ,
5 d
We w ill  neglect _ / A ■£ çT"
9 C ^
In so doing, we neglect very long term in s ta b ilit ie s .
compared to  (T  C-iT*"





^7Tô^  A/*"*) __ /éy[
sc'*
1 6 -^  _  i_6 jr±£r^  
Sc'*
-  <7- 3  O ( c - 11)
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We assume a series solution: y





)<; (  ._ /  .  o
3c'  ^ ] '
(C-12)
Rearranging, th is  becomes
I
-  y





3c^ 3c"^ L _
JéTnaéy _  1  ^  z'
3  c ‘>* 1 ^
=  O (C-13)
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Collecting terms
Z f y ,ç.-,T'i-;f*'r(‘'  _  4 1 r , v
3C'^ i 3  C/-*
4
-  Y
p  c ‘^
Ï' X^CfG i  f V 4
3 _ c '*- z? c '
V (C-14)
in the f i r s t  summation le t  in the second i-'X. .
f
V 4- Tf




.  Y _  /  6 ML
3C"^
16 1. f  f - '
« - T  +y 4^ 6-
3  (O'?
i c-" J -  3(2"^  ^
IC7T<^<^ _  cr^iz') a  r-^  ^  Q
3c^  j  "/-J-
(c -15)
10 9
Expanding the second summation
I,
3C'*




n r .  y S-rrGG^ X 4_Y
3c'^ ^ _ 3  c"*- _
Y £ . Y ^i'TT^C-^ 4- yf'VTrd ié:'^ WTJC^c^
, L 3 ^ -^  _ 3 d '^








. Z f y ^rrô&- r . Y
_ 3C"*- _ Sc '^ j
(C-17)





_  _  ^(C
3C*
Y 3TT0(P''iC' 4% 
3 0*^
jC^ j.YfaTr6(A^ lj( _Ypy-zr6(:"e_ /(J^ l./<$>t
L 3C< j l  [  3C/ J
V -J
( C - l 8 )
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As with (3 -73 ), the series diverges at the surface o f the sphere.
We must in s is t that i t  term inate, i f  the highest term is where m
is a positive  integer, the frequencies o f the permitted pulsation modes 
are
cr-'^  -  f .9-77 érC- ^  _
S c"* J 3 C‘*
/n ^
(C-19)
Using r  3 , the sphere w ill  be stable i f
Y i Y C'ir&ê
, J 3 c''^
or
(C-20)
Hence, dynamical s ta b il i ty  in the Newtonian l im it ,  does not depend 
upon charge.
